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Border cosmopolitanism in critical peace education
This paper intends to contribute to recent developments in the theory of critical peace education. The 
role of cosmopolitanism in critical peace education is examined, particularly in relation to universal 
moral inclusion, secularism, and universalism. It is then recommended that critical peace education 
draw from post-universalist and dialogical approaches to cosmopolitanism. Walter Mignolo’s border 
cosmopolitanism is suggested as a decolonising framework for critical peace education. This would 
entail the theory of critical peace education orienting itself towards the aim of reconsidering 
cosmopolitanism from the perspective of coloniality. Connections are drawn between border 
cosmopolitanism and Paulo Freire’s problem-posing education. The result is a vision for critical peace
education to empower participants through centring personal and lived experience in critical 
deconstructions of cosmopolitan discourses. 
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Introduction: Theorising critical peace education
Peace education intends to provide a pedagogy in which participants learn and work towards 
peace. This often entails the apprehension of various theories of violence and conflict, such as
Galtung's (1969, 1990) structural and cultural violence, nonviolent social action (Sharp  
1973), and models of conflict escalation and de-escalation (Brahm 2003; Lund 2009). Their 
theoretical applicability is typically explored in discussions about specific historical and 
contemporary contexts like the conflict in Palestine, the South African apartheid system and 
its legacy, and India's historical and ongoing struggle for decolonisation.
Educational researchers have argued that mainstream peace education is overly 
focused on the transmission of technical proficiencies without working towards broader 
conceptions of justice and liberation. This critique has been thoroughly elaborated from the 
perspective of critical pedagogy (Bekerman and Zembylas 2014; Diaz-Soto 2005; Gur-Ze'ev 
2001). Thus, many scholars have recently made efforts to develop a critical peace education 
with its own distinct theoretical foundations and methodologies (Bajaj 2011, 2015; Bajaj and 
Brantmeier 2011; Diaz-Soto 2005; Hantzopoulos 2011; Reardon 2013; Reardon and 
Snauwaert 2011; Trifonas and Wright 2013). This emergent field ‘attends to power, local 
meanings, and enabling voice, participation and agency through the peace education process’ 
(Bajaj 2014). The particular methods of critical peace education generally draw from the 
work of Paulo Freire (1996, 2001). Monisha Bajaj (2011, 2015) has also played a key role in 
defining the aims and scope of critical peace education. The philosophies of social 
transformation that give critical peace education a theoretical foundation have been 
developed in large part by Betty Reardon (2009, 2013) and Dale T. Snauwaert (Snauwaert 
2011; Reardon and Snauwaert 2011). At the heart of this theoretical framework is the Kantian
vision for a cosmopolitan society led by a Western liberal vanguard, which will be 
problematised in this paper.
In response to Snauwaert's observation that ‘The philosophical theory of social justice
foundational to critical peace education needs further articulation and development’ (2011, 
315), this paper explores the existing theoretical framework for critical peace education. In 
particular, its foundation of secular cosmopolitan ethics is explored with reference to existing 
research on critical cosmopolitanism, and especially Walter Mignolo's theory of border 
cosmopolitanism. Then, it is suggested that border cosmopolitanism be applied to Freire's 
problem-posing education as an educational method for a decolonising critical peace 
education. This approach would use border cosmopolitanism as a pedagogical framework that
is both sensitive to local contexts and empowering for participants.
Critical peace education stems from the need for a pedagogy that addresses the 
profound causes and subtle forms of violence by empowering its participants to work towards
